
21st Annual ACFE 
Fraud Conference and Exhibition
July 25-30, 2010  |  Gaylord National  |  Washington, D.C.

United 
in the fight

Don’t miss these engaging keynote speakers:

Irving Picard
Court-appointed Madoff trustee  
responsible for liquidation and recovery  
of victim funds

Neil Barofsky
Special inspector general to oversee the 
troubled Asset Relief Program (tARP)

This is your must-attend conference:

Relevant and timely education to  •	
benefit you and your organization 

World-class experts sharing the latest •	
anti-fraud tools and techniques

industry-leading anti-fraud exhibition •	
and valuable networking opportunities

Register by April 26 and SAVE up to $400!            www.FraudConference.com
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About the ACFE
The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners is the world’s premier provider of anti-
fraud training and education. Together with more than 50,000 members, the ACFE 
is reducing business fraud worldwide and inspiring public confidence in the integrity 
and objectivity within the profession. 

The CFE Credential
The ACFE administers the Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE) credential, which denotes 
proven expertise in fraud prevention, detection, deterrence and investigation. CFEs 
must meet stringent academic, professional and character requirements; comply 
with the ACFE Code of Professional Ethics; and continually build their skills through 
ongoing professional education. Members with the CFE credential experience career 
growth and quickly position themselves as leaders in the global anti-fraud community. 

Satisfaction Guarantee
The 21st Annual ACFE Fraud Conference and Exhibition is unmatched in scope and 
effectiveness and backed by our unconditional satisfaction guarantee. If you attend 
any ACFE event and are not completely satisfied, please contact an ACFE Member 
Service Representative at (800) 245-3321 / +1 (512) 478-9000. 

NASBA Registered Learning 
The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, Inc. is registered with 
the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy as a spon-
sor of continuing professional education on the National Registry 
of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority 
on the acceptance of individual courses for CPE credit. Complaints 

regarding registered sponsors may be addressed to the National Registry of CPE Spon-
sors, 150 Fourth Avenue North, Suite 700, Nashville, TN, 37219-2417, www.nasba.org.
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Fraudsters never take a break. 
You need the right training to stay ahead of them. Discover 
the latest anti-fraud tools and techniques at the 21st Annual 
ACFE Fraud Conference and Exhibition.

The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners is bringing together anti-fraud profes-
sionals, top experts and industry leaders from around the world to discuss relevant, 
timely topics about today’s fraud fighting challenges and offer more tools, resources 
and techniques than ever before.

Your participation in this event will not only be beneficial to you, but also to everyone 
in your organization, because the ACFE provides: 

Leading Speakers — �  The ACFE Annual Fraud Conference traditionally hosts the 
foremost experts in the anti-fraud field who will share their insights and address 
the key issues relevant to you. 

Dynamic Educational Options — �  Optional pre- and post-conference sessions 
complement over 60 unique educational sessions in 11 parallel tracks to  
provide you with the broadest anti-fraud training curriculum available. Both  
new practitioners and experienced professionals will find sessions to suit their  
professional needs with basic, intermediate and advanced-level sessions in  
addition to interactive panel discussions.

Professional Development — �  The ACFE Career Connection serves as an  
information hub for career development opportunities and the chance to  
network with staff and recruiters from the industry’s top companies,  
providing you the edge in this highly competitive profession.

Valuable Networking Opportunities — �  Make contacts and exchange ideas 
with peers and industry leaders who encounter the same difficulties as you  
during our numerous dedicated networking opportunities. 

Industry Leading Anti-Fraud Exhibition — �  Tour the Exhibit Hall during the 
conference, where more than 60 leading anti-fraud vendors come together  
for this modern-day marketplace. 

The Anti-Fraud Event You Can’t Afford to Miss
Get the skills and information that are most relevant to you by customizing your ACFE 
conference training to meet your specific educational needs. Attend the entire weeklong 
event or select a combination of courses to create your desired learning experience.

Sun. 
July 25

Mon. 
July 26

Tue.
July 27

Wed. 
July 28

Thur.
July 29

Fri.
July 30

Pre-Conference
CPE Credit: 4 (choose one)

Main Conference
CPE Credit: 20

Post-Conference
CPE Credit: 16 (choose one)

Digital Forensics: Obtaining, 
Managing and Searching 
Electronic Evidence

11 parallel tracks with more than 60 
unique educational sessions to 
choose from. 

See the schedule on pgs. 10-11.

Auditing/Investigating Fraud 
Seminar

Contract and Procurement Fraud

Understanding and 
Complying with the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act

Financial Statement Fraud

Businesses lose an 

estimated five percent of 

their annual revenues to 

occupational fraud each 

year. Are you and your 

colleagues armed with the 

most current and up-to-

date anti-fraud training to 

protect your company?*

*According to the upcoming 2010 ACFE Report to the Nations on Occupational Fraud and Abuse.
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The ACFE Annual Fraud Conference traditionally hosts the foremost experts in the anti-fraud field. The 2010 lineup of keynote 
speakers is no exception, as this diverse group of influential leaders and practitioners will both inform and enlighten you.

Opening Ceremonies and General Session • Monday, July 26 • 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.
Opening ceremonies include impressive procession of flags for those countries represented by attendees at the conference and the presentation 
of the Cressey Award. In addition, ACFE President James D. Ratley, Chairman of the Board of Regents Jonathan Turner and ACFE Chairman and 
Founder Mr. Joseph T. Wells will address the audience.

Working Lunch • Monday, July 26  • 11:40 a.m. - 1:10 p.m.

Neil Barofsky
Special Inspector General, Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)

Prior to assuming the position of Special Inspector General, Mr. Barofsky was a federal prosecutor in the U.S. Attorney’s Office for 
the Southern District of New York for more than eight years. In that office, Mr. Barofsky was a Senior Trial Counsel who headed 
the Mortgage Fraud Group, which investigated and prosecuted all aspects of mortgage fraud, from retail mortgage fraud cases 
to investigations involving potential securities fraud with respect to collateralized debt obligations. Mr. Barofsky also led white 
collar prosecutions during his tenure as a member of the Securities and Commodities Fraud Unit, which included the case that led 

to the conviction of former Refco President Tone Grant, and the guilty plea of Phillip Bennett, Refco’s former CEO. Mr. Barofsky received the Attorney 
General’s John Marshall Award for his work on the Refco matter.

General Session • Tuesday, July 27 • 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

Irving Picard
Partner, Baker Hostetler and Madoff Trustee

Irving Picard is currently serving as the court-appointed trustee under the Securities Investor Protection Act (SIPA) in the liquida-
tion of Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities LLC where he is centrally involved in the recovery of funds for victims of the 
fraud. Mr. Picard also serves as a court-appointed trustee in securities brokerage house liquidations under SIPA. He focuses his 
practice primarily on representing unsecured and secured creditors, commercial landlords, bankruptcy trustees and other par-
ties in interest in bankruptcy reorganization cases, as well as in out-of-court restructurings.  Mr. Picard has extensive litigation 

experience including investigating the financial affairs of debtors and seeking to recover property, objections to confirmation of chapter 11 plans, 
substantive consolidation and preference and fraudulent transfer issues. 

Working Lunch • Tuesday, July 27 • 11:40 a.m. - 1:10 p.m. 

James T. Reese, Ph.D.
Author, Lecturer, Consultant

Dr. Reese is an internationally known, award-winning authority in the specialty areas of ethics, criminal profiling, stress manage-
ment, leadership and motivation. Weaving his powerful anecdotes of 25 years of experience as an FBI criminal personality profiler 
together with 10 years as CEO of James T. Reese & Associates, Dr. Reese brings the latest information on the topic to the podium 
and provides “life-changing” presentations. His expertise and reputation as a speaker has found him presenting before more than 
350 Fortune 500 companies. He has provided expert testimony before the United States Congress and addressed the President of 

the United States’ Council on Integrity and Efficiency.

General Session and Closing • Wednesday, July 28 • 11:40 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Justin Paperny
Convicted Fraudster and Former Investment Executive

Justin Paperny was released from federal prison in 2009 after serving an 18-month sentence as a consequence of a single count of 
conspiracy to commit securities fraud. After graduating from the University of Southern California as a student athlete in 1997, Justin 
built a thriving career as a stockbroker at Bear Stearns and UBS. Interactions with his senior partner and a client, who operated a Ponzi 
scheme, were at the nexus of his conviction. Since his release, Justin has built a career as a public speaker, author and consultant.
(Please note: In keeping with long-standing ACFE policy, convicted felons are not compensated for their presentations.)  

*Speakers subject to change.

Dynamic 
    Keynote Presentations
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Conference Events and Networking
An important benefit of attending the 21st Annual ACFE Fraud Conference and Exhibition is the opportunity to meet and mingle 
with practitioners, specialists and other anti-fraud professionals who share the same concerns as you and can provide new and 
different perspectives on business challenges. Exchanging thoughts, solutions and ideas is an exciting opportunity that can best 
be cultivated face-to-face.

New Member Orientation
Sunday, July 25 • 6:30 - 7:00 p.m. 
Registration for this event is complimentary

New ACFE members attending the conference are invited to attend a special New Member Orienta-
tion before the Welcome Reception. Join other new members to learn more about the CFE credential, 
member benefits, online resources, chapter participation and more. Meet ACFE leaders, volunteers and 
staff who will share insight on how to get the most out of your membership and answer any questions 
you have. 

Welcome Reception
Exhibit Hall • Sunday, July 25 · 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.  
Registration for this event is complimentary

Join us in the Exhibit Hall as the ACFE hosts a Welcome Reception for conference attendees. This is 
the perfect opportunity for you to enjoy refreshments and light hors d’oeuvres, while meeting vendors 
and getting a sneak peek at the latest anti-fraud services and products available.

Attendee Networking Reception
The Sunset Room at National Harbor • Tuesday, July 27 • 5:30 - 8:00 p.m. 
Pre-register and pay for tickets (before conference): $55 per person 
Tickets at Conference: $75 per person

Network with fellow attendees, ACFE faculty and staff while taking in D.C.’s picturesque views and 
historic landmarks from the banks of the Potomac River at the Attendee Networking Reception. Enjoy 
drinks and light hors d’oeuvres while building your professional and social network. This event 
provides a great opportunity to meet new colleagues and potential clients and customers, as well as 
catch up with old friends in a relaxed, social setting.

Industry-Focused Networking
Meet the right people for knowledge sharing, best practices and career connections at our industry-
focused networking events. These events bring together professionals with similar interests who share 
the same daily challenges. Opportunities to network with like-minded professionals will be available at 
specially marked tables in the conference general sessions, working lunches and an industry network-
ing lounge located in the Exhibit Hall. 

Author Meet and Greet
Mingle with the authors of the ACFE’s best-selling books at daily author meet and greet events sched-
uled throughout the conference. You can even get their autographs and add value to your new purchas-
es. Books are available for purchase online before the conference and at the ACFE Bookstore onsite. 

Silent Auction
Support the future of anti-fraud education while having fun at the ACFE Foundation-sponsored Silent 
Auction, benefiting the Ritchie-Jennings Memorial Scholarship program. In 2009 the ACFE Foundation 
awarded $30,000 in scholarships, and since its inception, more than $270,000 in scholarships have 
been distributed to deserving students worldwide. Visit the Silent Auction online at www.fraudConfer-
ence.com/Auction and support the future of fraud prevention.

Online Discussion Forum
Registered attendees have the opportunity to communicate with other conference attendees 
before, during and after the conference in our Annual Conference-related discussion forum. Visit 
www.fraudConference.com, login to “My Conference” and start networking early.

Overall, this was one of the best conferences that I have ever attended. 
Great speakers.

— Julee Hamel, CFE, CGFM, CISA 
Director, IT Audits, U.S. Department of Education OIG

United 
in the fight
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Professional Development and Career Growth
Whether you are seeking a new job, a new career or simply striving to be aware of the latest trends and opportunities for  
professional development, you won’t want to miss the ACFE Career Connection at the Annual Fraud Conference and Exhibition. 

The Career Connection is the place for leading anti-fraud employers and job seekers to connect. Representatives from industry-
leading companies and government agencies will be at the ACFE Career Connection in search of highly qualified people to fill 
anti-fraud positions. 

Build relationships with recruiters from top companies and government organizations. �

Explore job opportunities and informally interview with company or agency representatives.  �

Take away resources and materials that will assist you in becoming indispensable to your clients and companies. �

Attend informative presentations loaded with relevant tips and suggestions on how to efficiently and effectively navigate the 
complexities of today’s job market like:

Résumé writing �

Compensation negotiations �

And more �

Take advantage of this excellent opportunity to find out how the ACFE Career Connection can help you further your career and 
improve your overall effectiveness in your work.

Would your company like to be a Featured Employer?

Target your talent search for anti-fraud professionals to meet your specialized needs.  �

Identify new employees in the fields of internal audit, forensic accounting, risk management, loss prevention and others.  �

Connect with the best and brightest fraud fighters in the industry. �

Showcase your company or agency and the career possibilities you have available.  �

Contact Ross Pry at rpry@ACFE.com and get involved today!

Engage at the 
Career Connection

The annual fraud conference is a must for professional to 
become knowledgeable about how fraud can and will affect 
their business. Speakers and materials were great!

— Samir Hafez, CFE 
Senior Auditor, HABC Sponsored by
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Anti-Fraud Exhibition
The ACFE’s Anti-Fraud Exhibition Hall offers you valuable face-to-face time with leading vendors in today’s anti-fraud profession, 
resources, technology experts and much more. This is your chance to stay abreast of emerging technology, products and services. 
The Exhibit Hall will be the center of excitement with social events, raffle drawings, the ACFE Bookstore, Cyber Café, Career Con-
nection and Fraud Museum. 

Cyber Café
Stay in touch with the world while at the conference. Take advantage of the Cyber Café where 
you can check your e-mail, surf the web at high speed or download needed files in your free 
time. Includes walk-up computer stations, laptop power stations and a free wireless zone. 
 
Fraud Museum
The early pioneers of fraud set the stage for money laundering, forgery, false accounting 
and investment scams. So how did the frauds of yesterday morph into the sophisticated 
frauds of today? Take a walk through time to find out. The traveling exhibit of the ACFE 
Fraud Museum will be onhand to bring historic frauds to life, from the most famous to the 
most obscure. This is the fifth year of the highly-popular travel exhibit and will feature a 
number of new and exciting pieces recently added to the collection.

ACFE Bookstore
Browse the latest titles in anti-fraud education, meet featured authors at daily book sign-
ings and take advantage of exclusive conference savings on best-selling titles at the ACFE 
Bookstore.

Exhibit Hall Schedule

Sunday, July 25, 2010
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Exhibit Hall open �

Welcome Reception �

ACFE Bookstore, Silent Auction, Career  �
Connection, Fraud Museum and Cyber  
Café open

Industry-Focused Networking �

Monday, July 26, 2010
7:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Exhibit Hall open �

ACFE Bookstore, Silent Auction, Career  �
Connection, Fraud Museum and Cyber  
Café open

Industry-Focused Networking �

Career Connection Professional   �
Development presentations

Author Meet and Greet Book Signings �
 

Tuesday, July 27, 2010
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Exhibit Hall open �

ACFE Bookstore, Career Connection, Fraud  �
Museum and Cyber Café open

Industry-Focused Networking �

Career Connection Professional   �
Development presentations

Silent Auction closes �

Author Meet and Greet Book Signings �

Exhibitor Raffle Prize Give Away �

Wednesday, July 28, 2010
7:30 a.m. -  12:30 p.m.

ACFE Bookstore and Cyber Café open �

Thursday, July 29, 2010
7:30 a.m. - 3:35 p.m.

ACFE Bookstore and Cyber Café open �

Friday, July 30, 2010
7:30 a.m. - 3:35 p.m.

ACFE Bookstore and Cyber Café open �

*Exhibition schedule is subject to change.

United 
in the fight
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Pre-Conference Education
Sunday, July 25 • 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Pre-conference workshops are a great way to kick-start your ACFE Fraud Conference experience and give you the tools to gain a 
professional edge you need. These four-hour sessions provide a higher level of instruction and practical skill development than a 
typical main conference session. Make plans to arrive early and take advantage of one of these offerings.

Kickstart 
       your learning

Digital Forensics: Obtaining, Managing and Searching  
Electronic Evidence

CPE Credit: 4
Course Level: Basic  |  Prerequisite: None

Increasingly fraud examiners are being confronted with problems they 
may not have encountered before in a traditional fraud examination. 
One of these issues is based on the forensic process in retrieving, 
searching and analyzing electronic evidence. Spend some time with a 
digital forensics expert who will take you through an overview of the 
fundamentals of digital forensics as he illustrates the methodology 
of the forensic process. Learn how data is forensically acquired and 
precautions necessary to protect the integrity of the data throughout 
the process. Also, learn how and why planning and optimizing search 
strategies for effectiveness and efficiency is a critical and necessary 
skill when dealing with potentially millions of files.

What will you learn

 An understanding of the computer forensic process and a   �
step-by-step approach to aid all fraud examiners

The importance of an effective and efficient search strategy in  �
the digital examination

The pros and cons of various forensic software tools and their  �
applications

Course Leader
Jean-Francois Legault, CISA, CISSP, CISM 
Senior Manager, Analytic & Forensic Technology, 
Deloitte 

Understanding and Complying with the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act

CPE Credit: 4
Course Level: Basic  |  Prerequisite: None

The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) has become a priority for the 
enforcement efforts of industry regulators and a major compliance 
liability for U.S. companies with overseas operations. The Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Department of Justice 
(DOJ) are stepping up efforts to investigate and prosecute violations 
of the FCPA and are significantly raising the reputational and financial 
repercussions to noncompliant companies. Globalization requires U.S. 
companies — and the Certified Fraud Examiners who support them 
— to become more familiar with the FCPA and the consequences of 
violations, such as penalties and prison time.

This pre-conference session will give you a working knowledge of 
the FCPA and insight into the current regulatory environment. We will 
discuss the potential violations that you should be aware of while 
working with foreign operations, as well as the basic elements of an 
effective FCPA compliance program.

What will you learn

An understanding of the elements of the FCPA, related penalties  �
and a discussion on several case studies

In-depth discussion on the strategies and methodologies to be  �
considered when dealing with potential FCPA violations

Insight into the assessment prevention and deterrence programs  �
used to meet FCPA requirements

Course Leader 
George Farragher, CFE 
Managing Director, BPP Partners*Course Leaders subject to change.
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Main Conference Education
Monday, July 26 - Wednesday, July 28

Customize your learning by choosing from 11 parallel educational tracks with more than 60 unique courses, optional Pre- and Post-
Conference educational sessions, advanced-level options and interactive panel discussions, all led by industry experts from the 
world’s top organizations. Both new practitioners and experienced professionals will find opportunities to enhance their knowl-
edge, expand capabilities, and learn new skills. Regardless of your experience level you will find a broad selection from which to 
create an educational program that meets your specific professional development needs. 

Educational Tracks

Track A — �  Eyes Wide Open: Fraud Awareness, Prevention and Deterrence 

Track B — �  Taking Action: Fraud Detection, Investigation and Resolution 

Track C — �  Knowing What You Do Not Know: Emerging Trends and Issues 

Track D — �  Finding and Fighting Fraud Through Auditing

Track E — �  The Impact of Technology in the Fight Against Fraud 

Track F — �  Coloring Inside the Lines: Compliance and Risk Assessment 

Track G — �  Addressing the Legal and Ethical Issues of Fraud 

Track H — �  Identifying and Implementing Best Practices 

Track I — �  Learning the Hard Way: Case Studies 

Track J — �  No Unique Problems: International Anti-Fraud Efforts

Track K — �  Exhibitor Education and Presentations 

How to Select Sessions
Refer to the Main Conference Educational Planner on pg. 10 and select which sessions you are 
interested in attending for the Main and Post-Conference portions of the 21st Annual ACFE Fraud 
Conference and Exhibition (Post-Conference: Auditing/Investigating Fraud Seminar breakout sessions 
can be viewed online at www.FraudConference.com/AIPost). Write in your choices on the registration 
form located on pg. 23 for each session using the session codes. For complete registration information 
and session selection instructions, go to www.fraudConference.com/registration.

Attention Certified Fraud Examiners: New Ethics CPE Requirement
The ACFE implemented a new Continuing Professional Education (CPE) requirement of two hours of 
annual ethics and standards CPE which will begin with 2011 reporting (for CPE completed in 2010-
2011). This CPE will be considered as part of the 20-hour annual CPE requirement (and not in addition). 
Learn more about this new requirement online at www.ACFE.com/membership/cpe-requirements.asp.
 
To help meet this new requirement, this conference features numerous educational sessions focused 
on ethics and ethics-related topics that will qualify for this two hour requirement. Sessions will be 
identified by the below icon and will be included in your conference CPE form.

= Session content eligible for new ACFE ethics CPE requirement.

United 
in the fight
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Monday, July 26
8:30 - 

9:50 a.m.
Open Ceremonies and General Session

TRACK A
Eyes Wide Open: Fraud 
Awareness, Prevention 

and Deterrence

TRACK B
Taking Action: Fraud 

Detection, Investigation 
and Resolution

TRACK C
Knowing What You Do 
Not Know: Emerging 

Trends and Issues

TRACK D
Finding and Fighting Fraud 

Through Auditing

TRACK E
The Impact of Technology 
in the Fight Against Fraud

TRACK F
Coloring Inside the 

Lines: Compliance and 
Risk Assessment

TRACK G
Addressing the Legal 

and Ethical Issues 
of Fraud

TRACK H
Identifying and 
Implementing 
Best Practices

TRACK I
Learning the Hard Way: 

Case Studies

TRACK J
No Unique Problems: 

International Anti-Fraud 
Efforts

TRACK K
Exhibitor 

Education and 
Presentations

10:20 - 
11:40 a.m.

2A Preventing and 
Detecting Fraud in 
Accounts Payable
intermediate

2B Fraud Investigations: 
What Not to Do
intermediate

2C LEO: Second-Career, 
Are You Ready or Not
intermediate

2D Internal Audit’s Role in 
Auditing for Federal Contract 
Compliance and Fraud Iden-
tification
intermediate

2E Digital Perspective: 
Intellectual Property Theft 
Reloaded
intermediate

2F Business Ethics and 
Compliance: Government/
Contractor Cooperation 
in Fraud Prevention and 
Detection
intermediate

2G Lessons Learned from 
America’s Recovery Act
Advanced

2H Planning, Organizing 
and Managing Your Next 
Fraud Examination
Basic

2I It Can Happen 
Anywhere: Three Big 
Frauds in One Small Town
intermediate

2J Inside Drug Cartels And 
The Dirty Banks That Serve 
Them
intermediate

Check back at 
FraudConference.
com for session 
descriptions and 
more information.

11:40 a.m. - 
1:10 p.m.

Working Lunch 
neil Barofsky 
Special Inspector General, Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)

1:40 - 
3:00 p.m.

4A Overview of Federal 
Banking Supervision, 
Investigations and 
Enforcement
intermediate

4B The Best of Crimes, the 
Worst of Crimes: Fraud 
Stories that Prove the Truth 
is in the Transactions
intermediate

4C Advanced Topics in 
Analysis of Financial 
Statements
Advanced

4D Forensic Auditing — The 
Audit of the Future, Today
intermediate

4E Step Up Your Game: 
Utilization of Technology for 
Investigations and Internal 
Audits 
intermediate

4F Enduring Unnecessary 
Risk Unnecessarily
intermediate

4G Money Laundering and 
Financial Fraud from the 
Lawyer’s Perspective
intermediate

4H Collection, 
Preservation and Use 
of Digital Evidence
intermediate

4I Innovative Federal 
Fraud Investigations for 
Congress and the 
American Taxpayers
intermediate 

4J Managing Security 
Overseas
intermediate

3:30 - 
4:50 p.m.

5A Things That Most 
Auditors Don’t Do Well
intermediate

5B Want to Get More 
Information from your 
Interviews? Elementary, 
Dr. Watson
intermediate

5C Securities Fraud: PM 
(Post Madoff) - 593 Days of 
Fear and Loathing
intermediate

5D Procurement Fraud 
Schemes in Your  
Contracting Process
intermediate

5E The First Eleven Places You 
Look When Investigating on 
the Internet
intermediate

5F AML/OFAC Risk 
Assessment — The 
Cornerstone of an 
Effective Compliance Shop
intermediate

5G Starting, Working and 
Finishing a False Claims 
Act Case: A Primer for 
Whistleblowers and Fraud 
Examiners
Advanced

5H Why Compliance and 
Ethics Really Matter
intermediate

5I Chasing Bernie Madoff: 
A CFE’s Perspective
intermediate

5J International Trade and 
Corruption? Not in Our 
Business!
intermediate

Tuesday, July 27
8:30 - 

9:50 a.m.
General Session 
irving Picard 
Partner, Baker Hostetler and Madoff Trustee

10:20 - 
11:40 a.m.

7A Things That Most 
Auditors Don’t Do Well
intermediate
Session 5A repeated

7B Want to Get More 
Information from your 
Interviews? Elementary, 
Dr. Watson
intermediate
Session 5B repeated

7C Securities Fraud: PM 
(Post Madoff) - 593 Days of 
Fear and Loathing
intermediate
Session 5C repeated

7D Procurement Fraud 
Schemes in Your  
Contracting Process
intermediate
Session 5D repeated

7E The First Eleven Places You 
Look When Investigating on 
the Internet
intermediate
Session 7e repeated

7F AML/OFAC Risk 
Assessment — The 
Cornerstone of an 
Effective Compliance Shop
intermediate
Session 5f repeated

7G Starting, Working and 
Finishing a False Claims 
Act Case: A Primer for 
Whistleblowers and Fraud 
Examiners
Advanced
Session 5g repeated

7H Why Compliance and 
Ethics Really Matter
intermediate
Session 5h repeated

7I Chasing Bernie Madoff: 
A CFE’s Perspective
intermediate
Session 5i repeated

7J International Trade and 
Corruption? Not in Our 
Business!
intermediate
Session 5J repeated

11:40 a.m. - 
1:10 p.m.

Working Lunch 
James t. Reese, Ph.D. 
Author, Lecturer and Consultant

1:40 - 
3:00 p.m.

9A Fraud Resistant 
Purchasing Cards and 
Best Practices
intermediate

9B Using Data Warehouse 
and Data Mining 
Techniques to Fight Fraud
intermediate

9C Exception-Based 
Reporting Systems: 
Learning from Garrido
Advanced

9D Audit Panel: The Role of 
Auditors, Corporate Manage-
ment and Boards and Audit 
Committees in Detecting and 
Deterring Financial Statement 
Fraud
intermediate

9E Using Computer Forensics 
To Prevent and Detect Fraud
Advanced

9F Preventing the Next Big 
Ponzi — The Role of the 
CFE in Conducting Hedge 
Fund Due Diligence
intermediate

9G Ethics Panel: One 
Chance to Do it Right
intermediate 

9H The Role of the Federal 
Government in Fraud 
Investigations and 
Prosecutions
intermediate

9I 2009 Frauds In The 
News
Advanced

9J Conducting a 
Cost-Effective FCPA Risk 
Assessment
intermediate

3:30 - 
4:50 p.m.

10A Insidious: How 
Trusted Employees Steal 
Millions and Why It’s So 
Hard to Stop Them
intermediate

10B Lessons Learned from 
Examining the Oversight 
of Ponzi Schemes
intermediate

10C Electronic Evidence: 
Why You Should Care!
Basic

10D Find the Truth; Find it 
Fast and Objectively or 
Forensics to Reconstruct
intermediate

10E The Monster Fraud List: 
Developing a Comprehensive 
Library of Fraud Detection 
Tests
intermediate

10F Post-Madoff 
Recommendations 
to Improve Exams 
Conducted by the SEC
intermediate

10G Attacking and 
Defending the Four Pillars 
of Expert Testimony
intermediate

10H From Predication to 
Conviction — Fraud 
Investigation Skills
intermediate

10I Who is the Champion 
of the “Golden Decade of 
Fraud?”
intermediate

10J What Lies Beneath — 
The Satyam Fraud
intermediate

Wednesday, July 28
8:30 - 

9:50 a.m.
11A Insidious: How 
Trusted Employees Steal 
Millions and Why It’s So 
Hard to Stop Them
intermediate
Session 10A repeated

11B Lessons Learned from 
Examining the Oversight 
of Ponzi Schemes
intermediate
Session 10B repeated

11C Electronic Evidence: 
Why You Should Care!
Basic
Session 10C repeated

11D Find the Truth; Find 
it Fast AND Objectively or 
Forensics to Reconstruct
intermediate
Session 10D repeated

11E The Monster Fraud List: 
Developing a Comprehensive 
Library of Fraud Detection 
Tests
intermediate
Session 10e repeated

11F Post-Madoff 
Recommendations 
to Improve Exams 
Conducted by the SEC
intermediate
Session 10f repeated

11G Attacking and 
Defending the Four Pillars 
of Expert Testimony
intermediate
Session 10g repeated

11H From Predication to 
Conviction — Fraud 
Investigation Skills
intermediate
Session 10h repeated

11I Who is the Champion 
of the “Golden Decade of 
Fraud?”
intermediate
Session 10i repeated

11J What Lies Beneath — 
The Satyam Fraud
intermediate
Session 10J repeated

10:10 - 
11:30 a.m.

12A Educator Panel: 
Impact of Financial Reform 
on Fraud Education
intermediate

12B Tools for Reducing 
Fraud on Construction 
Projects
intermediate

12C Global Schemes with a 
Local Touch: Fraud Trends 
Affecting Smaller Businesses 
in the New Decade
intermediate

12D An Effective Fraud Audit: 
What the Auditor Needs to 
Know to Produce Results
intermediate

12E Emerging Threats in 
Mobile Digital Devices
intermediate

12F Mitigating Risk: A 
Legal Perspective for  
Audit and Compliance  
Departments
intermediate

12G Business Ethics: 
Containing Risk While 
Driving Economic  
Growth
intermediate

12H Best Practices Panel: 
Looking Forward by 
Looking Back: Learning 
from the Madoff Fraud
intermediate

12I Case Studies Panel: 
What’s Past is Prologue: 
The Fraud of the Future?
intermediate

12J Money Laundering 
and International Fraud 
Trends and Update
intermediate

11:40 a.m. - 
12:30 p.m.

General Session and Main Conference Closing 
Justin Paperny 
Convicted Fraudster and Former Investment Executive

Main Conference Educational Planner
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Monday, July 26
8:30 - 

9:50 a.m.
Open Ceremonies and General Session

TRACK A
Eyes Wide Open: Fraud 
Awareness, Prevention 

and Deterrence

TRACK B
Taking Action: Fraud 

Detection, Investigation 
and Resolution

TRACK C
Knowing What You Do 
Not Know: Emerging 

Trends and Issues

TRACK D
Finding and Fighting Fraud 

Through Auditing

TRACK E
The Impact of Technology 
in the Fight Against Fraud

TRACK F
Coloring Inside the 

Lines: Compliance and 
Risk Assessment

TRACK G
Addressing the Legal 

and Ethical Issues 
of Fraud

TRACK H
Identifying and 
Implementing 
Best Practices

TRACK I
Learning the Hard Way: 

Case Studies

TRACK J
No Unique Problems: 

International Anti-Fraud 
Efforts

TRACK K
Exhibitor 

Education and 
Presentations

10:20 - 
11:40 a.m.

2A Preventing and 
Detecting Fraud in 
Accounts Payable
intermediate

2B Fraud Investigations: 
What Not to Do
intermediate

2C LEO: Second-Career, 
Are You Ready or Not
intermediate

2D Internal Audit’s Role in 
Auditing for Federal Contract 
Compliance and Fraud Iden-
tification
intermediate

2E Digital Perspective: 
Intellectual Property Theft 
Reloaded
intermediate

2F Business Ethics and 
Compliance: Government/
Contractor Cooperation 
in Fraud Prevention and 
Detection
intermediate

2G Lessons Learned from 
America’s Recovery Act
Advanced

2H Planning, Organizing 
and Managing Your Next 
Fraud Examination
Basic

2I It Can Happen 
Anywhere: Three Big 
Frauds in One Small Town
intermediate

2J Inside Drug Cartels And 
The Dirty Banks That Serve 
Them
intermediate

Check back at 
FraudConference.
com for session 
descriptions and 
more information.

11:40 a.m. - 
1:10 p.m.

Working Lunch 
neil Barofsky 
Special Inspector General, Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP)

1:40 - 
3:00 p.m.

4A Overview of Federal 
Banking Supervision, 
Investigations and 
Enforcement
intermediate

4B The Best of Crimes, the 
Worst of Crimes: Fraud 
Stories that Prove the Truth 
is in the Transactions
intermediate

4C Advanced Topics in 
Analysis of Financial 
Statements
Advanced

4D Forensic Auditing — The 
Audit of the Future, Today
intermediate

4E Step Up Your Game: 
Utilization of Technology for 
Investigations and Internal 
Audits 
intermediate

4F Enduring Unnecessary 
Risk Unnecessarily
intermediate

4G Money Laundering and 
Financial Fraud from the 
Lawyer’s Perspective
intermediate

4H Collection, 
Preservation and Use 
of Digital Evidence
intermediate

4I Innovative Federal 
Fraud Investigations for 
Congress and the 
American Taxpayers
intermediate 

4J Managing Security 
Overseas
intermediate

3:30 - 
4:50 p.m.

5A Things That Most 
Auditors Don’t Do Well
intermediate

5B Want to Get More 
Information from your 
Interviews? Elementary, 
Dr. Watson
intermediate

5C Securities Fraud: PM 
(Post Madoff) - 593 Days of 
Fear and Loathing
intermediate

5D Procurement Fraud 
Schemes in Your  
Contracting Process
intermediate

5E The First Eleven Places You 
Look When Investigating on 
the Internet
intermediate

5F AML/OFAC Risk 
Assessment — The 
Cornerstone of an 
Effective Compliance Shop
intermediate

5G Starting, Working and 
Finishing a False Claims 
Act Case: A Primer for 
Whistleblowers and Fraud 
Examiners
Advanced

5H Why Compliance and 
Ethics Really Matter
intermediate

5I Chasing Bernie Madoff: 
A CFE’s Perspective
intermediate

5J International Trade and 
Corruption? Not in Our 
Business!
intermediate

Tuesday, July 27
8:30 - 

9:50 a.m.
General Session 
irving Picard 
Partner, Baker Hostetler and Madoff Trustee

10:20 - 
11:40 a.m.

7A Things That Most 
Auditors Don’t Do Well
intermediate
Session 5A repeated

7B Want to Get More 
Information from your 
Interviews? Elementary, 
Dr. Watson
intermediate
Session 5B repeated

7C Securities Fraud: PM 
(Post Madoff) - 593 Days of 
Fear and Loathing
intermediate
Session 5C repeated

7D Procurement Fraud 
Schemes in Your  
Contracting Process
intermediate
Session 5D repeated

7E The First Eleven Places You 
Look When Investigating on 
the Internet
intermediate
Session 7e repeated

7F AML/OFAC Risk 
Assessment — The 
Cornerstone of an 
Effective Compliance Shop
intermediate
Session 5f repeated

7G Starting, Working and 
Finishing a False Claims 
Act Case: A Primer for 
Whistleblowers and Fraud 
Examiners
Advanced
Session 5g repeated

7H Why Compliance and 
Ethics Really Matter
intermediate
Session 5h repeated

7I Chasing Bernie Madoff: 
A CFE’s Perspective
intermediate
Session 5i repeated

7J International Trade and 
Corruption? Not in Our 
Business!
intermediate
Session 5J repeated

11:40 a.m. - 
1:10 p.m.

Working Lunch 
James t. Reese, Ph.D. 
Author, Lecturer and Consultant

1:40 - 
3:00 p.m.

9A Fraud Resistant 
Purchasing Cards and 
Best Practices
intermediate

9B Using Data Warehouse 
and Data Mining 
Techniques to Fight Fraud
intermediate

9C Exception-Based 
Reporting Systems: 
Learning from Garrido
Advanced

9D Audit Panel: The Role of 
Auditors, Corporate Manage-
ment and Boards and Audit 
Committees in Detecting and 
Deterring Financial Statement 
Fraud
intermediate

9E Using Computer Forensics 
To Prevent and Detect Fraud
Advanced

9F Preventing the Next Big 
Ponzi — The Role of the 
CFE in Conducting Hedge 
Fund Due Diligence
intermediate

9G Ethics Panel: One 
Chance to Do it Right
intermediate 

9H The Role of the Federal 
Government in Fraud 
Investigations and 
Prosecutions
intermediate

9I 2009 Frauds In The 
News
Advanced

9J Conducting a 
Cost-Effective FCPA Risk 
Assessment
intermediate

3:30 - 
4:50 p.m.

10A Insidious: How 
Trusted Employees Steal 
Millions and Why It’s So 
Hard to Stop Them
intermediate

10B Lessons Learned from 
Examining the Oversight 
of Ponzi Schemes
intermediate

10C Electronic Evidence: 
Why You Should Care!
Basic

10D Find the Truth; Find it 
Fast and Objectively or 
Forensics to Reconstruct
intermediate

10E The Monster Fraud List: 
Developing a Comprehensive 
Library of Fraud Detection 
Tests
intermediate

10F Post-Madoff 
Recommendations 
to Improve Exams 
Conducted by the SEC
intermediate

10G Attacking and 
Defending the Four Pillars 
of Expert Testimony
intermediate

10H From Predication to 
Conviction — Fraud 
Investigation Skills
intermediate

10I Who is the Champion 
of the “Golden Decade of 
Fraud?”
intermediate

10J What Lies Beneath — 
The Satyam Fraud
intermediate

Wednesday, July 28
8:30 - 

9:50 a.m.
11A Insidious: How 
Trusted Employees Steal 
Millions and Why It’s So 
Hard to Stop Them
intermediate
Session 10A repeated

11B Lessons Learned from 
Examining the Oversight 
of Ponzi Schemes
intermediate
Session 10B repeated

11C Electronic Evidence: 
Why You Should Care!
Basic
Session 10C repeated

11D Find the Truth; Find 
it Fast AND Objectively or 
Forensics to Reconstruct
intermediate
Session 10D repeated

11E The Monster Fraud List: 
Developing a Comprehensive 
Library of Fraud Detection 
Tests
intermediate
Session 10e repeated

11F Post-Madoff 
Recommendations 
to Improve Exams 
Conducted by the SEC
intermediate
Session 10f repeated

11G Attacking and 
Defending the Four Pillars 
of Expert Testimony
intermediate
Session 10g repeated

11H From Predication to 
Conviction — Fraud 
Investigation Skills
intermediate
Session 10h repeated

11I Who is the Champion 
of the “Golden Decade of 
Fraud?”
intermediate
Session 10i repeated

11J What Lies Beneath — 
The Satyam Fraud
intermediate
Session 10J repeated

10:10 - 
11:30 a.m.

12A Educator Panel: 
Impact of Financial Reform 
on Fraud Education
intermediate

12B Tools for Reducing 
Fraud on Construction 
Projects
intermediate

12C Global Schemes with a 
Local Touch: Fraud Trends 
Affecting Smaller Businesses 
in the New Decade
intermediate

12D An Effective Fraud Audit: 
What the Auditor Needs to 
Know to Produce Results
intermediate

12E Emerging Threats in 
Mobile Digital Devices
intermediate

12F Mitigating Risk: A 
Legal Perspective for  
Audit and Compliance  
Departments
intermediate

12G Business Ethics: 
Containing Risk While 
Driving Economic  
Growth
intermediate

12H Best Practices Panel: 
Looking Forward by 
Looking Back: Learning 
from the Madoff Fraud
intermediate

12I Case Studies Panel: 
What’s Past is Prologue: 
The Fraud of the Future?
intermediate

12J Money Laundering 
and International Fraud 
Trends and Update
intermediate

11:40 a.m. - 
12:30 p.m.

General Session and Main Conference Closing 
Justin Paperny 
Convicted Fraudster and Former Investment Executive

*Schedule subject to change.= Session content eligible for new ACFE ethics CPE requirement. See pg. 9 for details.
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TRACK A
Eyes Wide Open: Fraud  
Awareness, Prevention, and  
Deterrence
2A Preventing and Detecting 
fraud in Accounts Payable
Intermediate
Monday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Peter Goldmann, CFE
President,  
White-Collar Crime 101 LLC/FraudAware 

This presentation will illustrate the variety of 
methods used by fraudsters — both internal 
AND external — to victimize organizations 
through their accounts payable function. This 
session will cover the red flags of these frauds 
and conclude with a point-by-point presenta-
tion of the practical detection and prevention 
measures that have proved most effective in 
reducing losses to accounts payable fraud.

4A Overview of federal Banking  
Supervision, investigations, and  
enforcement
Intermediate
Monday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

David Weber, J.D., CFE
Special Counsel,  
Enforcement and Compliance Division 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency,  
Department of the Treasury

Regulation of our nation’s banking system is 
very much in the news. Whether in private or 
public practice, many Certified Fraud Examin-
ers work on matters involving federally insured 
depository institutions. This presentation will 
provide an overview of federal banking agency 
supervision, investigations, and enforcement 
within the United States banking system.

5A / 7A things that Most  
Auditors Don’t Do Well
Intermediate
Monday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Tuesday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Dennis Dycus, CFE, CPA, CGFM, ACFE Fellow
Director, State of Tennessee,  
Division of Municipal Audit

Auditors can perform an examination in ac-
cordance with all of the professional standards 
and miss a major fraud because they did not 
do some of the simple things, like walk through 
the client’s facility, talk to employees, examine 
internal controls or listen to other conversa-
tions. If these tasks are completed during every 
audit, the probability of detection will increase 
dramatically.

9A fraud-Resistant Purchasing 
Cards and Best Practices
Intermediate
Tuesday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Donald Holdegraver, CFE, CIA, CPA
Chief Internal Auditor,  
University of North Texas System

This session will outline some of the more 
advanced techniques for investigating suspected 
purchasing card frauds, and monitoring charges 
made with purchasing card for signs of potential 
fraud. This presentation will also identify best 
practices for maintaining effective and efficient 
purchasing card programs. Actual case examples 
will be presented from purchasing card frauds.

10A / 11A insidious: how trusted  
employees Steal Millions and Why it’s 
So hard to Stop them
Intermediate
Tuesday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Wednesday, 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

Shirley Inscoe
Director, Financial Services Solutions 

BC Krishna
Founder & CEO, Memento, Inc.

This presentation will provide a uniquely in-
formed and objective perspective on the peren-
nial, deeply damaging, and growing problem of 
employee fraud. 

12A educator Panel: impact 
of financial Reform on fraud 
education
Intermediate
Wednesday, 10:10 - 11:30 a.m.

Moderator: Richard Hurley,  
Ph.D., J.D., CPA
School of Business, University of Connecticut  

The potential impact on fraud education of the 
proposed legislative financial reform measures 
and current supreme court cases dealing with 
mail fraud and honest services, in addition to 
the constitutionality of Public Company Ac-
counting Oversight Board (PCAOB), has yet to 
be fully understood. As a result there are a lot 
of emerging issues that CFEs will face during 
the months and year to come. This panel will 
describe the changing landscape in which CFEs 
will operate in the near term.

TRACK B
Taking Action: Fraud Detection, 
Investigation and Resolution
2B: fraud investigations:  
What not to Do
Intermediate
Monday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Christopher Rosetti, CFE, CFF, CPA
Partner, BST Valuation,  
Forensic and Litigation Advisors

Learning from mistakes is probably the best of 
the worst ways to learn. In your role as a pro-
fessional, however, this is not always the best 
way to learn, as the costs can often outweigh 
the benefits. This presentation will highlight 
some of the mistakes you will not want to make 
as a fraud examiner, and the impact these mis-
takes could have on your investigation.

4B the Best of Crimes, the Worst of 
Crimes: fraud Stories that Prove the 
truth is in the transactions
Intermediate
Monday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Peter Millar
Director, Technology Application,  
ACL Services Ltd.

In this session, attendees will hear an industry 
and data analytics expert relate some of the 
most interesting fraud stories from around the 
world. Learn the tricks of the trade to detect 
and prevent fraud using powerful data analytics 
tools and find out how the truth can be found 
within an organization’s transaction data.

5B / 7B Want to get More information 
from Your interviews? elementary, Dr. 
Watson
Intermediate
Monday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Tuesday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Don Rabon
President, Successful Interviewing Techniques

Sherlock Holmes was not only adept at the 
powers of deduction and observation; he was 
also highly capable at eliciting information dur-
ing what seemed to be normal conversation. 
Under the magnifying glass, the techniques he 
employed can be identified and incorporated 
into the interview process as we define it. If 
obtaining more positive results from your inter-
views is a goal you have set for yourself, then 
“the game is afoot. Let’s be off!”
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United 
in the fight

9B Using Data Warehouse  
and Data Mining techniques  
to fight fraud
Intermediate
Tuesday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Frank Abel, CFE, CFF, CPA 
Principal, Frank Abel Consulting Services 

In this session, we will use the data warehouse 
model to illustrate methods to accumulate, orga-
nize and evaluate large volumes of information 
in order to investigate fraud. We will work a case 
model that will be useful in the investigation of a 
wide variety of fraud and economic crimes. The 
speaker will demonstrate techniques you can 
use to capture, mine and evaluate information 
that can then be used to both streamline and 
improve the effectiveness of your investigations.

10B / 11B Lessons Learned from examining 
the Oversight of Ponzi Schemes
Intermediate
Tuesday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Wednesday, 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

David Kotz, Esq.
Inspector General,  
Securities and Exchange Commission

This presentation will discuss the lessons 
learned from the SEC Office of Inspector Gen-
eral’s investigation of SEC oversight of Bernard 
Madoff’s Ponzi Scheme and the alleged Ponzi 
Scheme of Allen Stanford.

12B tools for Reducing fraud  
on Construction Projects 
Intermediate
Wednesday, 10:10 - 11:30 a.m.

Denise Cicchella, CFE, CCA, CIA
Auspicium

With almost 20 percent of all construction 
costs due to fraud or error, audit and fraud pro-
fessionals need to be diligent in their efforts to 
recognize the difference in an effort to combat 
fraud. This session will teach you how to iden-
tify some of those frauds and offer techniques 
to combat them.

TRACK C
Knowing What You Do Not Know: 
Emerging Trends and Issues
2C LeO: Second-Career, Are You Ready 
or not?
Intermediate
Monday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

R. A. (Andy) Wilson, CFE, CPP
Managing Director,  
Wilson & Turner Incorporated

Are you really ready to transition from govern-
ment to the private sector? This session will 
share the best practices for doing so from hun-
dreds of Law Enforcement Officers (LEO) who 
have successfully made the change.

4C Advanced topics in financial 
Statement Analysis
Advanced
Monday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Gerard Zack, CFE, CIA, CPA, CCEP
President, Zack, P.C.

Reading financial statements is one thing, but 
being qualified and able to recognize the signs of 
financial reporting fraud is another. This session 
will focus on two critical fraud detection tech-
niques: advanced financial statement analysis 
(beyond horizontal and vertical), and detecting 
red flags in financial statement note disclosures.

5C / 7C Securities fraud: PM (Post- 
Madoff) — 593 Days of fear and Loathing
Intermediate
Monday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Tuesday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Louis Straney
Arbitration Insight LLC

What new insights have we acquired in the 593 
days, plus or minus, since the arrest of Bernard 
Madoff? Are we any more likely to prevent 
and detect securities fraud, arguably the most 
under-reported financial disease in the world? 
In the wake of the arrest and conviction of Ma-
doff, several regulatory and oversight initiatives 
were launched. This presentation will serve as 
a “Securities Fraud State of the World” — an 
analysis of where we stand post-Madoff.

9C exception-Based Reporting Systems: 
Learning from garrido
Advanced
Tuesday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Jonathan Turner, CFE, CII,  
ACFE Regent
Managing Director, Wilson & Turner Incorporated

Using the Garrido kidnapping case as a model, 
attendees will deconstruct exception-based 
systems for their fraud potential. By evaluating 
these processes from a fraud risk potential, 
attendees will be able to identify the potential 
opportunities within their existing systems, as 
well as opportunities to increase efficiency and 
identify fraud events.

10C / 11C electronic evidence: 
Why You Should Care!
Basic
Tuesday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Wednesday, 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

Jean-Francois Legault, CISA, CISM, CISSP
Senior Manager,  
Forensic & Dispute Services, Deloitte

This presentation will examine the major issues a 
fraud examiner will encounter when dealing with 
electronic evidence. Through the use of current 
case studies, participants will discover the pitfalls 
and challenges, as well as the intrinsic value, of 
electronic evidence in forensic investigations.

12C global Schemes with a Local touch: 
fraud trends Affecting Smaller  
Businesses in the new Decade
Intermediate
Wednesday, 10:10 - 11:30 a.m.

Jon McDowall, CFE, PCI, CIFI,  
CPI, CII
Chief Executive Officer, Fraud Resource Group

Fraud risks are growing increasingly sophisti-
cated, both globally and locally. In this session, 
attendees will learn how fraud perpetrators are 
using technology to target smaller businesses 
in unique and disconcerting new ways, as well 
as why and how these businesses are typically 
more vulnerable than their larger counterparts.

TRACK D
Finding and Fighting Fraud Through 
Auditing
2D internal Audit’s Role in Auditing for 
federal Contract Compliance and fraud 
identification
Intermediate
Monday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Joseph Keating, CFE, CPA, CISA
Director Internal Audit, Accenture

This session will help you identify and under-
stand critical compliance areas when contract-
ing with the federal government. Is your internal 
audit or risk management team aware of poten-
tial fraud risks particular to federal government 
contractors? And what can your organization 
do to avoid the negative consequences of non-
compliance and fraudulent activity?

4D forensic Auditing — the 
Audit of the future, today
Intermediate
Monday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Ron Durkin, CFE, CFF, CPA, CIRA
Durkin Forensic, Inc.

Forensic auditing impacts three important in-
gredients: audit thinking, audit procedures and 
the appropriate use of technology. This presen-
tation will cover the areas that auditors and fo-
rensic professionals need to know to conduct 
successful forensic audit engagements. Case 
examples and frequent knowledge checks will 
be used to encourage audience participation.
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5D / 7D Procurement fraud Schemes in 
Your Contracting Process
Intermediate
Monday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Tuesday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Thomas Caulfield, CFE, CIG, CIGI
Assistant IG for Investigations,  
National Reconnaissance Office,  
Office of Inspector General

This session will explore the traditional contract 
and procurement fraud schemes as well as the 
conventional procurement processes where 
these schemes are normally employed. The 
presentation will further identify those fraud 
schemes that require some type of collusion 
with others in order to be successful. 

9D Audit Panel: the Role of Auditors, 
Corporate Management, Boards and  
Audit Committees in Detecting and  
Deterring financial Statement fraud
Intermediate
Tuesday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Moderator: Cynthia Fornelli
Executive Director,  
Center for Audit Quality

This panel will discuss the roles that manage-
ment, boards, audit committees and indepen-
dent auditors play in deterring and detecting 
financial statement fraud. Panelists will include 
professional with a variety of audit perspectives.

10D / 11D find the truth, find it fast and 
Objectively; or forensics to Reconstruct
Intermediate
Tuesday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Wednesday, 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

Dan Kneer, Ph.D., CFE
Dr. Dan Kneer Advisory Group

There exist tools, already on your laptop, which 
allow you to find the truth — faster, better, 
smarter. These tools are based in management 
science and provide unbiased evidence to 
help you with your analysis. This session will 
illustrate how to couple these tools with other 
monitoring techniques to develop a powerful 
forensics tool bag available to all examiners.

12D An effective fraud Audit: What the 
Auditor needs to Know to Produce Results
Intermediate
Wednesday, 10:10 - 11:30 a.m.

Leonard Vona, CFE, CPA
President, Fraud Auditing, Inc.

Understanding the elements and distinctions 
of the fraud audit is the first step in the process 
for both the auditor and the organization. This 
session will explain how to successfully apply 
the five fundamental steps of the fraud audit to 
produce true results in uncovering frauds and 
building a more effective anti-fraud approach.

TRACK E
The Impact of Technology in the 
Fight Against Fraud
2E Digital Perspective: intellectual  
Property theft Reloaded
Intermediate
Monday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Jim Butterworth, CFE, EnCE
Senior Director of Cyber Security,  
Guidance Software, Inc.

Intellectual property (IP) theft is a $100 billion 
enterprise (yes, billion with a “b”). Competitive 
intelligence, financial gain, data sabotage and 
even holding files for ransom are reasons for em-
barking on this illegal venture. IP theft continues 
to grow, and with no slow down in sight, CFEs 
must, now more than ever, be knowledgeable of 
how a digital examination into this type of fraud 
unfolds and is pursued to its logical conclusion.

4E Step Up Your game: Utilizing  
technology for investigations and  
internal Audits 
Intermediate
Monday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

C. Louis DeCola, CFE, CPA, CIA
Forensic Accounting Senior Manager,  
Microsoft Corporation

Brock Phillips, CFE, CPA, CCEP
Forensic Accounting Senior Manager,  
Microsoft Corporation

Technology, like fraud, is constantly evolving. 
Investigators and auditors need to step up 
their anti-fraud game by more effectively and 
more efficiently utilizing technology to protect 
their companies from a variety of internal and 
external threats. Learn how to use technol-
ogy to strengthen the skills of your fraud and 
audit teams and improve the outcomes of your 
investigations and audits.

5E / 7E the first eleven Places You Look 
When investigating on the internet
Intermediate
Monday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Tuesday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Cynthia Hetherington, 
President, Hetherington Group

This presentation will examine how to search 
the Internet for maximum efficiency and effec-
tiveness. Develop an understanding of how the 
experts approach complex Internet searches, 
discover how the Internet is an important 
source of information for CFEs who conduct 
fraud examinations, learn to find and use help-
ful personal information that many individuals 
share on the Internet, and obtain the skills nec-
essary to locate information on social networks 
that is hiding in plain sight.

9E Using Computer forensics  
to Prevent and Detect fraud
Advanced
Tuesday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Margaret Daley, J.D., CFE, CAMS, PI
Duff & Phelps LLC

When conducting a fraud investigation, the 
information obtained in a forensic examination 
of digital technology can make or break the 
case. This presentation will discuss the proper 
techniques for collecting, analyzing, and pre-
serving electronically stored information, and it 
will provide fraud examiners with the tools they 
need to crack cases involving digital evidence.

10E / 11E the Monster  
fraud List: Developing a  
Comprehensive Library of  
fraud Detection tests
Intermediate
Tuesday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Wednesday, 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

Vincent Walden, CFE, CPA, CITP
Senior Manager, Assurance Services,  
Fraud Investigation and Dispute Services, 
Ernst & Young, LLP 

Mike Sherrod, CFE, CPA
Senior Manager,  
Fraud Investigation and Dispute Services, 
Ernst & Young, LLP

In this session, learn the top anti-fraud detec-
tion tests designed to uncover asset misappro-
priation, bribery, corruption and financial mis-
statement schemes. Learn the most popular 
and effective tests, ranging from duplicative 
payments, fictitious vendors, ghost employees, 
conflicts of interest, revenue recognition and 
kickback schemes. Also presented are case 
studies in a simple, easy-to-follow format.

12E emerging threats in  
Mobile Digital Devices
Intermediate
Wednesday, 10:10 - 11:30 a.m.

Amber Schroader
CEO, Paraben Corporation

Mobile digital devices are the next frontier 
in fraud. These devices, which come in all 
shapes and sizes, have invisible connections to 
accounts, networks, and enterprises that are 
difficult to detect and control. This session will 
explain the risks associated with these devices 
and how to prevent them.
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TRACK F
Coloring Inside the Lines:  
Compliance and Risk Assessment

2F Business ethics and Compliance: 
government/Contractor Cooperation 

in fraud Prevention and Detection
Intermediate
Monday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Eric Feldman, CFE, CIG
Senior Advisor for Procurement  
Integrity to the Director,  
National Reconnaissance Office

This presentation will explore new federal con-
tracting rules that require mandatory disclosure 
of fraud and other illegal activities, as well as 
enhancements to corporate business ethics and 
compliance programs. In addition, the session 
will present a new approach to government/
industry cooperation designed to encourage 
more proactive and robust ethics and compliance 
activities and to better manage the fraud risks 
associated with large government contracts.

4F enduring Unnecessary  
Risk Unnecessarily
Intermediate
Monday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Joseph Koletar, CFE, ACFE Fellow
Consultant

Some organizations endure unnecessary risk 
because they do not believe that they live in 
an environment of risk; others are under the 
impression that their detective and preventive 
controls are adequate. But many organizations 
do not organize their data in a manner that en-
ables them to correctly assess their risk profile. 
This presentation will teach you how to recog-
nize relevant issues in order to better organize 
your data for risk assessment purposes.

5F / 7F AML/OfAC Risk  
Assessment — the Cornerstone 
of an effective Compliance Shop
Intermediate
Monday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Tuesday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Daniel Tannebaum, CFE
OFAC Compliance Manager,  
Compliance Function - Legal Group,  
Federal Reserve Bank of New York

This presentation will provide an understanding 
of the criticality of Anti-Money Laundering/Of-
fice of Foreign Assets Control risk assessments 
in today’s fraud-laden environment. Topics 
covered will include the increased importance 
of risk assessments currently being advocated 
by government regulators and the identification 
and definition of industry best practices for 
conducting such assessments.

9F Preventing the next Madoff —  
the Role of the Cfe in Conducting 
hedge-fund Due Diligence
Intermediate
Tuesday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Jay Dawdy, CFE, CMA
President, Gryphon Investigations

Through examples illustrating mistakes in Ma-
doff’s and other recent hedge-fund frauds, this 
presentation will identify and discuss appropri-
ate steps (investigative, legal and auditing ) in 
performing due diligence to prevent invest-
ment in problematic or fraudulent funds.

10F / 11F Post-Madoff Recommendations 
for improving examinations Conducted 
by the SeC
Intermediate
Tuesday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Wednesday, 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

Jim Conversano, CFA
FTI Consulting, Inc.

Under the direction of the  SEC, FTI Consulting, 
Inc. performed a review and analysis of the 
examinations of Madoff Investment Securities 
that were conducted by the Office of Compli-
ance Inspections and Examinations (OCIE). This 
presentation will summarize the subsequent 
report provided by FTI, which presents specific 
concrete recommendations designed to im-
prove nearly every aspect of OCIE’s operations.

12F Mitigating Risk: A Legal  
Perspective for Audit and  

Compliance Professionals
Intermediate
Wednesday, 10:10 - 11:30 a.m.

Bruce Dorris, J.D., CFE, CVA, CPA
Program Director, ACFE

Laws change with the seasons, and the veteran 
CFE has witnessed many changes over the 
years. Stay abreast of the most recent develop-
ments in fraud examination as we review recent 
judicial opinions, statute changes, and notewor-
thy criminal and civil litigation. This session will 
highlight several of those updates that affect the 
anti-fraud profession.

TRACK G
Addressing the Legal and Ethical 
Issues of Fraud
2G Lessons Learned from 
America’s Recovery Act
Advanced
Monday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Richard Woodford, J.D., CFE
Executive Assistant, U.S. Department of Labor, 
Office of the Inspector General

The American Reinvestment and Recovery 
Act of 2009 (ARRA) authorized $767 billion 
dollars for federal programs and grants aimed 
at improving employment and the American 
economy. Along with this came an unprec-
edented effort at transparency, accountability, 
and anti-fraud awareness in the form of the 
Recovery Board. This presentation will discuss 
the lessons learned: what has worked well 
and what could be improved in how funds are 
tracked and how related frauds can be identi-
fied and stopped.

4G Money Laundering and financial 
fraud from the Lawyer’s Perspective
Intermediate
Monday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Richard Horowitz
Attorney at Law,  
Richard Horowitz & Associates

This presentation will provide a look at money 
laundering and financial fraud from the attor-
ney’s perspective. It will explain how investiga-
tive results are used as evidence and how courts 
treat money laundering and financial fraud.

5G / 7G Starting, Working, and finishing 
a false Claims Act Case: A Primer for 
Whistleblowers and fraud examiners
Advanced
Monday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Tuesday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Neal Roberts, J.D., CFE
President,  
Roberts Partners

Steve Vale, J.D.
Principal,  
Risk Solutions & Investigations

The presentation will focus on specific False 
Claims Act cases beginning with the identifi-
cation of the fraud, progressing from the initial in-
vestigation through government intervention, and 
ending with the trial or settlement. The audience 
will be challenged to actively contribute during 
this interactive presentation.

Session content eligible for new ACFE ethics 
CPE requirement. See pg. 9 for details.
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9G ethics Panel: One Chance to Do it 
Right

Intermediate
Tuesday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Moderator: Cynthia Cooper, CFE,  
CISA, ACFE Regent
CEO, The Cooper Group

This panel will discuss the “ethical fork in the 
road” and how an organization can identify the 
situations that place employees in a position to 
make potentially life-changing decisions.

10G / 11G Attacking and  
Defending the four Pillars of 
expert testimony
Intermediate
Tuesday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Wednesday, 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

Frank Wisehart, CFE, CPA, ABV, CVA
Wisehart & Wisehart CPAs

Sooner or later you will have to go beyond 
providing simple testimony in your fraud 
examination. This session will teach you how 
to successfully navigate the four fundamental 
areas of expert testimony: Evidence, Assump-
tions, Methodology and the Expert.

12G Business ethics: Containing 
Risk While Driving economic growth

Intermediate
Wednesday, 10:10 - 11:30 a.m.

Sheila Keefe, CFE, CPA
Principal,  
Access Resource Management, LLC

CFEs possess the expertise necessary to identify 
blind spots that can be catastrophic to business-
es. In this session, learn how to leverage skills 
needed to transcend the label of organizational 
compliance officer and become a trusted advisor 
and resource to the management team.

TRACK H
Identifying and Implementing Best 
Practices
2H Planning, Organizing, and Managing 
Your next fraud examination
Basic
Monday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Kenneth Dieffenbach, CFE
Senior Special Agent,  
U.S. Department of Justice,  
Office of the Inspector General

Fraud examinations can last a few months to a 
few years and as a result can quickly become 
unmanageable. This session will review investi-
gative planning and solid case organization tech-
niques to help ensure the efficient and effective 
collection, analysis and communication of the 
pertinent facts related to a fraud allegation.

4H Collection, Preservation  
and Use of Digital evidence
Intermediate
Monday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Kenneth C. Citarella, J.D., CFE
New York Law School

Certified Fraud Examiners operate in an 
increasingly digital world. We must understand 
what potential evidence may be contained in all 
types of digital devices, how to obtain it, how 
to secure it, how to create a chain of custody 
and how to assist an attorney in making that 
evidence admissible in court. This session will 
cover some of the fundamentals of the care 
and handling of digital evidence.

5H / 7H Why Compliance  
and ethics Really Matter

Intermediate
Monday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Tuesday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Jim Burke
CEO, Global Compliance

Not so long ago, ethics and compliance were 
considered tactical in nature. Today, ethics and 
compliance have been elevated to the strategic 
level in many organizations and are believed to 
have a major impact on an organization’s overall 
performance. In this session, we’ll take a strate-
gic look at ethics and compliance and discuss a 
defined methodology for building a sustainable 
culture that is wholly integrated within business 
practices and operations.

9H the Role of the federal  
government in fraud  
investigations and Prosecutions 
Intermediate
Tuesday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Robert Cunnane, CFE, CPA, CFF
Principal, Cunnane Forensic Accounting

The federal government has numerous agencies 
that investigate fraud. This session will provide 
an overview of the roles and responsibilities of 
these agencies in investigating and prosecut-
ing fraud. Learn the best practices for making a 
fraud referral to the proper agency.

10H / 11H from Predication to  
Conviction — fraud investigation Skills
Intermediate
Tuesday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m.  
Wednesday, 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

Paul Zikmund, CFE, CFFA
Senior Director, Forensic Audit,  
Tyco International

This presentation will cover the fundamentals 
of the fraud examination process. Attendees 
will develop a fuller understanding of how 
complex and comprehensive investigative 
techniques are applied to effectively resolve 
allegations of fraud or misconduct.

12H Best Practices Panel: Looking  
forward by Looking Back: Lessons from 
the Madoff fraud
Intermediate
Wednesday, 10:10 - 11:30 a.m.

Moderator: Jonathan Turner,  
CFE, CII, ACFE Regent
Managing Director,  
Wilson & Turner Incorporated

This panel of experts with differing perspec-
tives of the Madoff fraud will discus what audi-
tors, investors, regulators and others should 
take away from this experience, the largest 
Ponzi scheme ever committed.

TRACK I
Learning the Hard Way: Case Studies
2I: it Can happen here: three 
Big frauds in One Small town
Intermediate
Monday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Tiffany Couch, CFE, CPA, CFF
Principal, Acuity Group PLLC

This exploration of real fraud cases will reveal 
how small-business and small-town dynam-
ics perpetuated each of these devastating 
schemes. Also, learn how the fraud examiner’s 
role can be paramount to navigating the client 
through the uncertain waters of an employee 
embezzlement investigation.

4I innovative federal fraud  
investigations for Congress  
and the American taxpayers
Intermediate
Monday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Greg Kutz, CFE, CPA
Managing Director,  
Forensic Audits and Special Investigations, 
Government Accountability Office

Learn about the innovative tools and meth-
odologies used by the Forensic Audits and 
Special Investigations (FSI) team, part of the 
Government Accountability Office, through 
a discussion of the latest cases that FSI has 
investigated. The cases will highlight such 
topics as consumer fraud, health care fraud 
and procurement schemes. Investigative tools 
that will be discussed include data mining and 
matching, covert testing, social engineering and 
concealed recording devices.

Session content eligible for new ACFE ethics 
CPE requirement. See pg. 9 for details.

=
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5I / 7I Chasing Bernie Madoff:  
A Cfe’s Perspective
Intermediate
Monday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Tuesday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Harry Markopolos, CFE, CFA
Fraud Investigator, Madoff Whistleblower

This session will cover the five Ws along with 
the how and the how much for the largest 
white-collar fraud case in history. Experience 
an inside look at an eight-and-a-half year inves-
tigation by a four-man team as they tracked 
a criminal conspiracy operating in more than 
forty nations. This team tracked numerous 
feeder funds that lured in new victims, and 
they did it using cover stories and innovative 
techniques to move their investigation forward 
despite being repeatedly ignored by the SEC 
and the financial press.

9I 2009 frauds in the news
Advanced
Tuesday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Jerry Spratt, CFE, CFF, CFCI,  
CPA, CFSA, CGFM
Assistant Legislative Auditor,  
Arkansas Division of Legislative Audit

This presentation will briefly touch on many of 
the fraud schemes that were reported in the 
news during 2009. These schemes include 
cash larceny, check tampering, construction 
frauds, false employee reimbursements, pay-
roll frauds, identity theft, investment scams, 
loan frauds, Ponzi schemes, corruption and 
financial statement frauds. Red flags for these 
types of frauds will also be discussed.

10I / 11I Who is the Champion  
of the “golden Decade of 
fraud”?
Intermediate
Tuesday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Wednesday, 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

Ralph Summerford, CFE, ABV,  
CIRA, CPA, CFF
President, Forensic/Strategic Solutions, PC 

A jury’s decision to acquit Richard Scrushy, 
the co-founder, former chairman and CEO of 
HealthSouth, of criminal charges in relation to 
HealthSouth’s accounting fraud was a “traves-
ty” according to a federal judge not connected 
to the trial. According to estimates, the fraud 
totaled over $4 billion, spanned two decades, 
and involved 17 HealthSouth officers, includ-
ing five former CFO’s. This session will take an 
inside look drawing information directly from 
the investigators and perpetrators, revealing 
the saga of hubris, excess, greed and decep-
tion that helped epitomize the last ten years as 
the “golden decade of fraud.”

12I Case Studies Panel: What’s Past is 
Prologue: the fraud of the future?
Intermediate
Wednesday, 10:10 - 11:30 a.m.

Ron Hagenbaugh, CFE, CPA, CFF
Sole Proprietor, Ron L. Hagenbaugh CPA

This panel will draw upon their varied back-
grounds and experience to discuss how fraud 
will evolve in the years to come and what skills 
the fraud examiner will need to bring to bear.

TRACK J
No Unique Problems: International 
Cases, Topics, and Issues
2J inside Drug Cartels and the  
Dirty Banks that Serve them
Intermediate
Monday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Robert Mazur
President, Chase & Associates, Inc. and Author

This session will take you through the looking 
glass as a former federal agent offers his inside 
perspective into the world of money launder-
ing. Robert Mazur spent five years undercover 
as a money launderer, brokering deals between 
Colombian drug cartels and dirty banks. Hear first-
hand stories from Mazur, who was responsible 
for infiltrating the Bank of Credit and Commerce 
International, the financial empire that committed 
one of the biggest financial frauds in history.

4J Managing Security Overseas
Intermediate
Monday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Scott Ast, CFE, CPP
Corporate Security Manager, Agrium US Inc

Many frauds are borderless, and as a result, 
fraud examiners often find themselves in a 
foreign country where they are ill prepared to 
carry out their anti-fraud responsibilities. This 
session will cover the planning and preparation 
required to place CFEs in overseas operations.

5J / 7J international trade  
and Corruption? not in Our  
Business!
Intermediate
Monday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Tuesday, 10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Ian Younger, CFE
Member of the Fraud Advisory Panel,  
INVESTiTEC - Fraud Investigation  
and Fraud Risk Management

Business activities considered corrupt in one 
part of the world might be normal business 
practice in another. This session will explore 
challenges in conducting business with coun-
tries that rate poorly on Transparency Interna-
tional’s Corruption Perceptions Index, including 
a process for identifying and countering bribery. 

9J Conducting a Cost-effective 
fCPA Risk Assessment
Intermediate
Tuesday, 1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Sulaksh Shah, CFE, CPA, CA
Director, PricewaterhouseCoopers

This session will cover key issues in complying 
with the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), 
including an overview of the elements of con-
ducting and evaluating the effectiveness of an 
FCPA risk assessment.

10J / 11J What Lies Beneath — 
the Satyam fraud
Intermediate
Tuesday, 3:30 - 4:50 p.m. 
Wednesday, 8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

Gaurav Ajmani, CFE
Investigations Manager,  
Microsoft Corp India Pvt Ltd

Satyam computers was the fourth largest infor-
mation technology company in India. Ongoing 
for seven years and amounting to over $1 bil-
lion, the Satyam fraud is, by far, the largest fraud 
in Corporate India. This presentation will cover 
how the fraud was perpetrated, including a 
detailed review of the forged documents used.

12J Money Laundering and international 
fraud trends and Updates
Intermediate
Wednesday, 10:10 - 11:30 a.m.

Doug Squires
Adjunct Professor of Law and  
Federal Prosecutor,  
Capital University School of Law

Global fraud and money laundering have 
advanced significantly in recent years, seri-
ously impacting safe markets and worldwide 
financial transactions. This presentation will 
reveal modern trends and practices of money 
launderers and expose attendees to important 
practical and legal updates.

TRACK K
This track features exhibitor education presen-
tations. Please visit fraudConference.com for 
details and updated information.
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UPDATED! Financial Statement Fraud 

CPE Credit: 16 
Course Level: Intermediate  |  Prerequisite: None

The complexity of financial statement fraud has received considerable 
attention over the past few years and these schemes will continue 
to cause concern. This course is designed for those who regularly 
review and evaluate financial statements. Auditors, both internal and 
independent, will benefit from an enhanced understanding of what the 
numbers mean and the increased ability to detect indicators of fraud. 

This two-day, instructor-led course also discusses the responsibilities 
of the financial professional in relation to accuracy of statements, 
especially in light of new legislation and revised fraud standards.

What You Will Learn

Responsibilities of management and auditors �

Eight basic financial statement schemes �

Red flags of financial statement fraud �

Audit procedures to detect fraud  �

Course Leader 
Robin E. Taylor, CFE, CPA, ABV, CVA, CBA 
Partner, Dixon Hughes PLLC

UPDATED! Contract and Procurement Fraud 

CPE Credit: 16 
Course Level: Intermediate  |  Prerequisite: None

The rise in contract management and the outsourcing of goods and 
services have created an increase in procurement fraud. Appropriate 
controls, fraud prevention strategies and proper tendering processes 
are necessary in the fight against this fraud. This two-day, instructor-
led course will teach you the best practices for preventing, detecting 
and investigating contract and procurement fraud. 

Procurement fraud can occur at every stage of the contracting process. 
Organizations need to be aware of the vulnerabilities and risks associ-
ated with bribery and corruption. They can be defrauded through collu-
sion among bidders or collusion between contractors and government 
officials. Acquire the knowledge, skills and techniques you need to 
prevent, detect and deter these devastating frauds. 

What You Will Learn

The complete procurement process �

The legal statutes used to prosecute procurement frauds �

How perpetrators can be sued civilly �

How qui tam actions work �

The red flags of bribes and kickbacks �

Conflict of interest and bidrigging schemes �

Unbalanced bidding and leaking bid data schemes �

Bid splitting schemes and unjustified sole source awards �

Imprest fund and petty cash abuse �

False claims and statements �

Cost mischarging and co-mingling of contracts �

How to develop and implement a fraud and ethics policy  �

Course Leader 
W. Michael Kramer, J.D., CFE 
Attorney at Law, Consultant

Build on 
       your training

Post-Conference Education
Thursday, July 29 - Friday, July 30 • 8:30 a.m. - 4:55 p.m. 

Choose from three engaging Post-Conference Sessions
Select one of three post-conference educational options to explore the latest strategies and methods to apply on the job: Auditing/
Investigating Fraud Seminar, Contract and Procurement Fraud, or Financial Statement Fraud. You’ll have the opportunity to continue 
building professional relationships and enjoy extended access to the ACFE Bookstore and Cyber Café during the Post-Conference.

As both a CPA and a CFE, I have attended many 
seminars and conferences. The annual ACFE 
conference has consistently been an excellent 
means of professional development and a very 
cost-effective way of obtaining CPE hours. 

— Connie Phillips, CFE, CPA 
Arizona Department of Gaming

*Course Leaders subject to change.
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Auditing/Investigating Fraud Seminar 

CPE Credit: 16 
Course Level: Intermediate  |  Prerequisite: None

Once a fraud is detected or predication established the next step is the careful planning and execution 
of the investigation. The Auditing/Investigating Fraud Seminar is structured as a series of general lec-
tures and specific breakout sessions developed to get the respective disciplines up to speed in fraud 
examination. 

Not all frauds are created equal and knowing what to do, what skill sets bring to bear and how to conduct 
the process from the beginning to ensure a successful conclusion to a fraud examination is not always 
learned on the job. Develop and sharpen your existing skills and techniques necessary for effective fraud 
detection and investigation. Learn the anti-fraud concepts necessary for auditors and investigators, as well 
as tips, techniques and perspectives on a variety of industry specific issues.

What You Will Learn

An overview of the aspects of fraud examination, the legal elements of fraud and how to best   �
obtain public information

From an audit and accounting perspective, learn their direct responsibilities for detecting and   �
deterring fraud

Review the various asset misappropriation and corruption schemes auditors may encounter �

How financial misstatement can be a direct result of fraud �

Analytical techniques as they relate to fraud examination �

Investigators will get an introduction to the components of occupational fraud and abuse �

Fundamental interviewing techniques including steps in the admission seeking interview �

The use of the Internet as an investigative tool during fraud examinations �

Investigators will get an overview of the legal issues which may impact them directly �

Basic aspects of preparing reports on the fraud examination  �

Course Leaders 
Auditing Track:
Dennis Dycus CFE, CPA, CGFM, ACFE Fellow 
Director, Office of the Comptroller of the Treasury,  
Division of Municipal Audit

Investigating Track:
Jonathan Turner, CFE, CII, ACFE Regent 
Managing Director,  
Wilson and Turner, Inc.

For my first conference it was done first class. Your speakers and 
course materials were educational and served a purpose. I gained a 
feeling that ACFE is extremely professional and was on the leading 
edge with respect to its future.

— Mark Edward Neuman 
Internal Review, U.S. Army Corp of Engineers

*Course Leaders subject to change.

United 
in the fight
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Conference Venue
Gaylord National Resort & Convention Center 
201 Waterfront Street 
National Harbor, MD 20745 
Reservations: +1 (301) 965-2000 
Room Rate: $209* single/double (limited gov’t room rates available)
Hotel Website: www.GaylordNational.com 
Hotel Cut-Off: June 21, 2010

Gaylord National
Just minutes outside of Washington, D.C., Gaylord National Hotel & Convention Center 
offers visitors to the Capital region everything they are looking for in a vacation, week-
end getaway, business trip or just a night out. Discover this first-class destination with 
fine dining and casual restaurants, unique shopping experiences, an indoor pool, and a 
20,000-square-foot spa and fitness center. With 2,000 luxurious rooms, the spectacular 
18-story glass atrium welcomes you to the hotel, offering sweeping views of the 
Potomac River, Washington, D.C. and Old Town Alexandria, while a river meanders 
through the lush, multi-level indoor gardens.
 
Gaylord National is the perfect place to stay in order to enjoy the region’s rich cultural 
and business destinations. Located in National Harbor, Gaylord National offers its 
guests convenient access to Washington, D.C. with an hourly shuttle service, water 
taxi to Old Town Alexandria, and shuttle service to Ronald Reagan National Airport.
 
National Harbor
Rising from the banks of the Potomac, just south of the Woodrow Wilson Bridge, is 
National Harbor. This brand-new, 300-acre development offers tree-lined promenades 
with scores of the region’s most exciting destinations for entertainment, shopping and 
dining. This expansive waterfront includes dynamic marinas, fine and casual restaurant 
options, unparalleled shopping and a vibrant nightlife, all within steps of the historic 
Potomac River.

What to Wear
Dress for all daytime events is business casual. To ensure your comfort during the workshops and other events, please bring a 
sweater or light jacket. The average July temperatures in Washington, D.C. range from a cool 67°F to a warm 89°F. Casual wear is 
accepted nearly everywhere you go and comfortable walking shoes are a must.

*A daily resort fee will be added to the guest room rate upon check-in. This fee covers wired and wireless high-speed internet access, fitness center access, designated complimentary in-room beverages, daily newspaper, local and toll 
free 800 telephone calls (20 minutes per call). Resort fee is currently $15.00 per day and is subject to change. Room rate is subject to availability and exclusive of applicable taxes. Room rate will be honored until the contracted block of 
rooms has been sold out or until the June 21, 2010 deadline has expired, whichever occurs first.

Explore 
       national harbor

gaylord national Reservation Policy: 
Attendees must submit a credit card or 
deposit equal to (1) night’s room rate, 
plus tax as a guarantee, at the time the 
reservation is made. Attendee’s credit 
card will be charged the (1) night’s room 
rate plus tax at that time. Reservations 
cancelled after July 11, 2010 will not be 
refunded the deposit.
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About Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C. welcomes approximately 16 million visitors each year, generating an 
estimated $5.6 billion in visitor spending for the city alone.

Historic Washington, D.C.
While in Washington, D.C. explore its rich history and culture that has helped define the 
United States. 

Arlington national Cemetery 
Arlington National Cemetery, the nation’s most treasured burial ground, is home to more 
than 285,000 honored dead. Among the thousands of headstones are the graves of 
President John F. Kennedy, Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall, world champion 
boxer Joe Louis and the Tomb of the Unknowns. The cemetery is open daily and 
admission is free.

ford’s theatre
Restored and renovated in 2009, Ford’s Theatre is a working theatre, historical monument 
and world-class museum. The theatre produces musicals and plays reflecting the unique, 
diverse character of American life. The theatre and its museum are also open for daytime 
visits to educate patrons about Civil War Washington and the Lincoln assassination.

Lincoln Memorial
This grand monument overlooks the Reflecting Pool, the Washington Monument and the 
U.S. Capitol. Inside, the 19-foot marble statue of the 16th president is flanked by inscriptions 
of his Second Inaugural Address and the famous Gettysburg Address. The memorial is 
open daily and admission is free.

Washington Nationals
Take me out to the ballgame, or just to see a wonderful baseball stadium. The new “green” 
stadium, Nationals Park, is the first major stadium in the United Stated accredited as a Lead-
ership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Structure.  

Ticket prices start at $5 and go up to $325 and may be purchased at http://washington.
nationals.mlb.com or by calling +1 (202) 675-NATS (6287).

Come for the game and stay for the sights. As you walk the ballpark’s vertical circulation 
ramps throughout the various levels of the facility, witness the beautiful panoramic views of 
the riverfront, Navy Yard, the surrounding city and landmarks, such as the Capitol and the 
Washington Monument.

JULY 2010 SCHEDULE
SUN MON TUES WED THUR FRI SAT

25

MIL 2:10

26 27

ATL 7:05

28

ATL 7:05

29

ATL 12:35

30

PHI 7:05

31

PHI 7:05

United 
in the fight
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Name (first, last)   q Dr.  q Mr.  q Mrs.  q Ms.

Name on Badge (e.g. James or Jim)

ACFE Member (q Yes  q No)? If Yes, Member #              Other Designations (CPA, etc.)

Company

Title

E-Mail Address

Phone    Fax

Address:  q Home  q Business

City   State/Province Zip/Routing/Postal Code

Country

SECTION 1: ATTENDEE INFORMATION

SECTION 2: MEMBERSHIP OFFER  —  Join now and save on registration fees!

Attention Non-Members: Sign up today for a one-year ACFE membership and save on registration fees 
for the Conference.

Yes, I would like to join the ACFE, please accept my application. When registering for the confer- ❑
ence, I will choose member rates.

No, I do not wish to join the ACFE at this time and will pay the non-member conference registration  ❑
fees.

Membership Dues
q Associate (U.S./Canada) ..................................U.S. $125
q Educator Associate* (U.S./Canada) ..................U.S. $25
q Student Associate** (U.S./Canada) ..................U.S. $25

For other country fees, visit www.ACFE.com

SECTION 2 TOTAL: U.S. $ _______________________________

Have you ever been convicted of a felony or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude (“moral turpitude” means an offense that calls into question the integrity or judgment of 
the offender, such as fraud, bribery, corruption, theft, embezzlement, solicitation, etc.)?   q Yes   q No  If so, please describe (attach written statement if necessary):

New Members Only: I certify that the above is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. Falsification of any information on this application is grounds for denial or revocation 
of membership. If this application is accepted, I agree to abide by the Bylaws and Code of Professional Ethics of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners. Membership is a 
privilege and not a right. Qualifications are established by the Board of Regents, whose decisions are final. I consent to the storage of my personal data in ACFE’s offices in the 
United States, in its regional offices, and by its local chapters.

Signature          Date  

SECTION 3: REGISTRATION PACKAGES Early Registration†

by April 26, 2010
Advanced Registration†

by May 17, 2010
Standard Registration

after May 17, 2010
Government 

Pricing

q FULL CONFERENCE PACKAGE (JULY 25-30)
includes the Main Conference and 

Pre-Conference:
Digital Forensics: Obtaining, Managing and Searching  ❑
Electronic Evidence
Understanding and Complying with the Foreign   ❑
Corrupt Practices Act

Post-Conference:
Financial Statement Fraud ❑
Contract and Procurement Fraud ❑
Auditing/Investigating Fraud Seminar ❑

ACfe Members:
U.S. $1,295

non-Members:
U.S. $1,495

ACfe Members:
U.S. $1,395

non-Members:
U.S. $1,595

ACfe Members:
U.S. $1,495

non-Members:
U.S. $1,695

ACfe Members:
U.S. $1,275

non-Members:
U.S. $1,475

INDIVIDUAL EVENT PACKAGES
q Pre-Conference Only (July 25)

Digital Forensics: Obtaining, Managing and Searching  ❑
Electronic Evidence
Understanding and Complying with the Foreign   ❑
Corrupt Practices Act

N/A N/A

ACfe Members:
U.S. $350

non-Members:
U.S. $450

N/A

q Main Conference Only (July 26-28) ACfe Members:
U.S. $875

non-Members:
U.S. $1,075

ACfe Members:
U.S. $945

non-Members:
U.S. $1,145

ACfe Members:
U.S. $1,095

non-Members:
U.S. $1,295

ACfe Members:
U.S. $825

non-Members:
U.S. $1,025

Please indicate any special needs:
Dietary:  q Vegetarian   q Kosher

Physical:  q Please check here if you require special accommodations to participate and e-mail a description of your needs by June 21, 2010 to 
events@ACFE.com. After June 21, 2010 we cannot guarantee we can accommodate your request.

21st Annual ACFE Fraud Conference and Exhibition   REGISTRATION FORM
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SECTION 6: METHOD OF PAYMENT

Yes, I signed up to be a member of the ACFE and would like to sign   ❑
up for Automatic Dues Renewal (ADR) using the credit card provided.

Card Number      Cardholder Name (as shown on card

Expiration Date (month/year)    V-Code (on back/front of AMEX)

Billing Address

City   State   Country  Zip/Postal Code

Signature

US dollar check or money order enclosed (payable to the ACFE)  ❑
Please bill me (must be paid prior to the event) ❑
Purchase order (Govt. and educational institutions only. Include a copy of PO.) ❑
Wire transfer (contact the ACFE for banking details) ❑

SECTION 3: REGISTRATION PACKAGES (cont.) Early Registration†

by April 26, 2010
Advanced Registration†

by May 17, 2010
Standard Registration

after May 17, 2010
Government 

Pricing

q Post-Conference Only (July 29-30)
Financial Statement Fraud ❑

Contract and Procurement Fraud ❑

Auditing/Investigating Fraud Semi- ❑
nar

N/A N/A

ACfe Members:
U.S. $695

non-Members:
U.S. $845

N/A

COMBO EVENT PACKAGES
Option 1: Main and Pre-Conference  ❑
(July 25-28)

Digital Forensics: Obtaining, Man- ❑
aging and Searching Electronic Evi-
dence

Understanding and Complying with the  ❑
Foreign  
Corrupt Practices Act

N/A N/A

ACfe Members:
U.S. $1,175
 
non-Members: 
U.S. $1,375

N/A

Option 2: Main and Post-Conference  ❑
(July 26-30)

Financial Statement Fraud ❑

Contract and Procurement Fraud ❑

Auditing/Investigating Fraud Semi- ❑
nar

N/A N/A

ACfe Members:
U.S. $1,395
 
non-Members:
U.S. $1,595

N/A

TEAM REGISTRATION PACKAGES Register with 3 or more†† Register with 5 or more†† Register with 10 or more††

Option 1: Full Conference  ❑ (July 25-
30)

ACFE Members ..... U.S. $1,195
Non-Members ....... U.S. $1,395

ACFE Members ......U.S. $1,095
Non-Members ........U.S. $1,295

ACFE Members ..... U.S. $995
Non-Members ....... U.S. $1,195

Attendee Networking Reception
The Sunset Room at National Harbor • Tuesday, July 27 • 5:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Pre-register and pay for tickets (before conference): $55 per person • Tickets at Conference: $75 per person1

Network with fellow attendees, ACFE faculty and staff while taking in the D.C.’s picturesque views and historic landmarks from the banks of the Potomac 
River at the Attendee Networking Reception. Enjoy drinks and light hors d’oeuvres at while building your professional and social network. This event 
provides a great opportunity to meet new colleagues and potential clients and customers, as well as catch up with old friends in a relaxed, social setting.

_____________ x $55 =  _____________
(# of attendees)         (Section 4 total)

GRAND TOTAL SECTIONS 2, 3 AND 4: U.S. $ ___________________

*Must be employed by an institution of higher learning, as an educator, as the 
primary means of employment.

**Undergraduate students must be enrolled for at least 9 semester hours. 
Graduate students must be enrolled for at least 6 semester hours. Proof of 
current enrollment in a university is required.

†Payment — Full payment is required in order to receive early registration 
discounts. You will receive your conference bag, course materials, name 
badge, event tickets (if registered) and any other event related materials on site 
at the registration area. Event fees do not include travel, lodging, incidentals 
and other meals. 

††group/team Discounts — Groups discounts are made available to groups 
of 3, 5, 10 or more registering together. To receive a registration fee discount 
for your team, all group members must register and submit payment at the 
same time.

1The Attendee Networking Reception ticket price of $55 per person is only valid 
if registered and paid for before the conference. Ticket price at conference is 
$75 per person.

Cancellation Policy — Our cancellation policy is intended to keep costs low for 
attendees. Due to financial obligations incurred by ACFE, Inc. you must cancel 
your registration prior to the start of the event. Cancellations received less than 
14 calendar days prior to an event start date are subject to a $100 administra-
tive fee. No refunds or credits will be given for cancellations received on or 
after the start date of the event. Those who do not cancel and do not attend 
are responsible for the full registration fee. Terms and conditions are subject to 
change without notice. Visit www.ACFE.com for the latest updates.

guests — All guests must register to attend any function and must be 21 years 
or older to attend any of the social events.

education Session Selection — Registered attendees will be notified of their 
educational selections once their personal agenda has been finalized.

Main Conference
Monday, July 26 1st 2nd 3rd 

Block 2  10:20 - 11:40 a.m. 

Block 4  1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Block 5  3:30 - 4:50 p.m.

tuesday, July 27 1st 2nd 3rd 

Block 7  10:20 - 11:40 a.m.

Block 9  1:40 - 3:00 p.m.

Block 10  3:30 - 4:50 p.m.

Wednesday, July 28 1st 2nd 3rd 

Block 11  8:30 - 9:50 a.m.

Block 12  10:10 - 11:30 a.m.

Auditing/Investigating Fraud Seminar
thursday, July 29 1st 2nd

Block 15  10:05 - 11:25 a.m.

Block 17  12:25 - 1:45 p.m.

Block 18  2:00 - 3:20 p.m.

friday, July 30 1st 2nd

Block 21  10:05 - 11:25 a.m.

Block 23  12:25 - 1:45 p.m.

Block 24  2:00 - 3:20 p.m.

education Session Selection — Registered attendees will be notified of their educa-
tional selections once their personal agenda has been finalized. Auditing/Investigating 
Fraud Seminar tracks and sessions can be viewed online at FraudConference.com/
AIPost.

SECTION 5: SESSION SELECTION

Charge my (check one):  ❑
(credit cards charged in U.S. dollars)
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Register with a Group and Save! 

Significant savings are available when you register 
with a group of three or more. See pg. 23 for details.

REGISTER ONLINE
FraudConference.com

PHONE
U.S. and Canada: 
(800) 245-3321 Toll-Free

International: 
+1 (512) 478-9000

FAx
+1 (512) 478-9297

United 
in the fight

Gather with like-minded anti-fraud professionals 

from around the world and discover the latest in 

fraud prevention and deterrence to stay ahead of 

the next fraud.


